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Horoscopes

Aries: Don't let your larger-than-life personality intimidate your best
friend, romantic partner, or business colleague on the 1st. A stalled
health regimen will roar back into action on the 2nd. Your
leadership ability reasserts itself on the 8th, making it easier to take
charge of your personal and professional life situations. On the 8th,
the Full Moon allows you to shine at an important social gathering;
this is a great time to make career connections. A loving message
reaches your ears on the 17th, giving you a new lease on life. Striking
a balance between your private and public lives will be challenging
on the 19th; it's essential to attend to professional responsibilities on
this tense day. Finally, the Solar Eclipse on the 25th inspires you to
begin a passion project that appeals to your creative side. From the
30th, it is imperative to choose your words carefully.
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Taurus: Overindulging in food and drink will cause regret on the 1st.
You'll get a clear idea of how to finish a stalled creative project on the
2nd. Starting on the 8th, you'll have opportunities to expand your
horizons through travel and study. The Full Moon on the 9th finds you
retreating from public view, taking some time to rest and reflex. A
significant career award arrives on the 11th, allowing you to revel in
your accomplishments. If you've been looking for a job, the 22nd is
ideal for sending out resumes, posting a professional profile, and
contacting prospective clients. You'll attract admirers like moths to a
flame on the 23rd when your natural radiance burns bright. On the
25th, the Solar Eclipse marks the beginning of a beautiful partnership
that fuels your creative side. Finally, your social circle swells to a big,
glorious bubble on the 27th; it's a great time to throw or attend a party.
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Gemini: Family relations become a lot easier beginning on the 2nd,
much to everyone's relief. A nice windfall will arrive on the 6th, giving
you the chance to put a down payment or deposit on a big purchase.
The Full Moon on the 9th is perfect for attending a big social
gathering, where your expertise puts you in line for an impressive job.
The 10th kicks off an ongoing flirtation that makes your eyes sparkle
with delight. Booking a pleasure trip is possible on the 13th. Go after
your heart's desire on the 18th. On the 25th, the Solar Eclipse inspires
you to start a health regimen or begin a spiritual renewal routine.
Professional prospects expand beginning on the 27th; seize this
opportunity to apply for jobs, make professional presentations, and go
on interviews. The 29th begins as a significant period to schedule
medical appointments and health consultations. Focus on attracting
rather than chasing, starting on the 30th.
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Cancer: A relative is jealous of your success on the 1st; don't let their
petty remarks undermine your enthusiasm. Confusion over plans
clears up beginning on the 2nd. Positive feedback from your business
or romantic partner gives you the courage to make a bold move on
the 6th. On the 9th, the Full Moon marks an exciting career
milestone; as a result, more excellent financial stability is on its way to
you. Heading away to a private hideaway with a loved one is likely
on the 17th. Don't let your family interfere with your personal life on
the 19th; it's crucial to establish and maintain firm boundaries. A
serious business or romantic partnership moves forward on the 22nd,
bringing more stability to your life. The Solar Eclipse on the 25th
sparks an exciting romance, creative project, or both. Beginning on
the 27th, you'll attract beautiful opportunities to study, write, and
travel; seize them!
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Leo: Stalled financial negotiations will move forward on the 2nd; nail
down the details quickly. On the 9th, the Full Moon brings the
successful conclusion to a legal matter, allowing you to focus more
fully on a close relationship. Your sunny outlook attracts an attentive
admirer like a magnet on the 11th; this relationship has the potential to
last a lifetime. Let a friend introduce you to an exciting hobby, sport,
or artistic medium. Don't get drawn into a war of words over social
media on the 19th; you won't be able to delete hurtful remarks. Your
best friend, romantic partner, or business colleague will offer
valuable practical support on the 22nd; accept this generous offer.
The Solar Eclipse on the 25th is ideal for finding a beautiful place to
live that affords lots of privacy. Then, beginning on the 27th, you can
wrap that special someone right around your little finger.
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Virgo: It will be much easier to command the attention and respect
you deserve starting on the 2nd. The 6th is perfect for showing off
your creative talent; don't be surprised if an admirer approaches as
a result. The Full Moon on the 9th marks an exciting turning point
in an intimate relationship; things are getting serious. From the 10th
until the end of the month, you have a golden opportunity to ask for
a raise or increase your rates. Don't make any expensive impulse
purchases on the 11th; keep your money safe in the bank. Apply for
a highly desirable job on the 17th, regardless of the competition; this
is your chance to climb the ladder to success. On the 25th, the Solar
Eclipse inspires you to take a course of study with a respected
expert. A close personal or professional relationship bursts into
flower beginning on the 27th. Scale back your career ambitions
starting on the 30th.
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FOR YOUR NEXT PSYCHIC READINGS
Call your Local 'phone number and book a reading
minute package to use across multiple calls
by credit or debit card:
Quote "OCT88" buy a 300 minute
package and pay just £0.80/min!
This code is limited to one use per household/one time use and expires at
midnight on 31st October 2022

Libra: Don't let your best friend, romantic partner, or colleague talk
you out of a personal goal on the 1st. Homelife is a profound source
of peace on the 6th; spend time close to family. The Full Moon on
the 9th causes a close friend to champion your talent and expert
knowledge. Arguing with your closest friend is a waste of time on
the 11th; you won't make a dent with this stubborn individual. Your
charm, wit, and intelligence attract an accomplished admirer on the
13th; this could be the beginning of a serious romance. Escaping the
influence of an oppressive relative is your priority on the 19th. Obey
an impulse to buy a beautiful gift for yourself on the 22nd. A new
source of income becomes available on the 25th, thanks to a positive
Solar Eclipse. Finally, your job prospects significantly improve
beginning on the 27th; you could land a great position involving the
arts.
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Scorpio: A passionate discussion with a friend on the 6th paves the
way to an exciting creative project. On the 9th, the Full Moon
allows you to leave an unsatisfying job for a much more rewarding
one. If you've always wanted to work from home, you will be able
to do so on the 11th. Escaping to a private hideaway with the one
you love will be a great release on the 13th. Beware of revealing
secrets on the 19th, or some close relationships could be
permanently affected. The Solar Eclipse on the 25th highlights
your star power; use your magnetism to promote your agenda. The
27th begins a heightened romance and creativity period; enjoy this
golden phase to the full. People seek your opinions and expertise
starting the 29th. Keep all your receipts beginning on the 30th, as
there's a good chance you'll later want to return some
merchandise.
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Sagittarius: Resist the temptation to steer a friendship into romantic
waters on the 1st. Realising your professional plans becomes much
easier starting on the 2nd. The Full Moon on the 9th marks a
beautiful turning point in a budding romance; news of an engagement
or marriage is possible. A manipulative relative will try to interfere
with a personal relationship on the 11th; draw a firm boundary. Being
pursued by an attentive admirer feels terrific on the 17th. Financial
limitations on the 19th keep you from pursuing a cherished dream.
Stalled professional talks resume on the 22nd; be slow and steady in
these discussions. On the 25th, the Solar Eclipse allows you to
rearrange your schedule to include much-needed rest and relaxation.
From the 27th, your home life becomes a profound place of peace.
Don't be dismayed when a lover begins backing off on the 30th; this is
just a strategy to gauge your feelings.
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Capricorn: Don't let a boss talk you into assuming more
responsibilities on the 1st; protect your private time like a precious
jewel. Stalled travel plans move forward on the 2nd, after a
prolonged delay period. It becomes much easier to assert your
authority on the 8th, allowing you to move forward with a significant
personal project. On the 9th, the Full Moon is perfect for buying or
selling property; this deal will put you in a much more secure
financial position. Demand what you're worth when offered a big
job on the 11th. The 13th is perfect for buying beautiful artwork and
furniture for your home. Beware of imposing your beliefs onto a
sensitive relative on the 19th; the two of you have very different
needs. Finances start to stabilise on the 22nd, much to your relief.
The Solar Eclipse on the 25th makes you the star of a social
gathering.
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Aquarius: You'll become clear about your most profound dreams and
desires starting on the 2nd. The Full Moon on the 9th finds you
acquiring knowledge about a subject that has always fascinated you,
causing accomplished people to look at you with respect. Your calm,
relaxed demeanour paves the way for an excellent professional
opportunity to teach, lecture, or write on the 11th. The 13th is perfect
for falling in love with a seasoned expert who treats you like an equal.
Avoid a legal battle like the plague on the 19th. It becomes much easier
to promote your personal agenda on the 22nd; don't let anyone talk
you out of your dreams. Landing a fabulous career opportunity makes
the 25th one of the best days of the year, thanks to an empowering
Solar Eclipse. Your financial fortunes grow by leaps and bounds
starting on the 27th. Let an admirer pursue you instead of the other
way around on the 30th.
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Pisces: It won't be possible to buy happiness on the 1st; it's better to look
within for the fulfilment you desire. The 6th is perfect for signing a
contract or making a binding agreement. On the 9th, the Full Moon
attracts a big paycheque that gives you a more significant measure of
freedom. Don't let relatives dictate how you lead your life on the 11th;
take command of your destiny. Feel free to express your feelings to a
compassionate partner on the 17th. Starting on the 22nd, you will be
able to get the privacy and rest you crave. The Solar Eclipse on the
25th paves the way to a travel or study opportunity that expands your
horizons. The 27th ushers in a golden period that allows you to
command the spotlight; use this phase to push your personal and
professional agendas. Don't move forward with home improvement
plans on the 30th, or you'll be displeased with the work.
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Powerful psychic readings can shake us up, change our lives and even come through with a
painting, a vision, an insight or a feeling to describe our future, our emotional state, our desires
and our fears. Certainly, Reeva Steenkamp was not into powerful psychic readings or even
considered herself a clairvoyant. But when her parents spoke to the Mail Online, they revealed
a chilling picture Reeva had painted in her teens. It depicted a gunman, an angel and a stairway
to heaven Her parents described that painting as a premonition.
'She was afraid, she was so afraid."Her mum June told the Mail.
'She phoned me and she said, ‘Mummy, I’m in the car with Oscar and he’s driving like a lunatic.
So I said will you just give him the phone.
'I said, listen, if you hurt my baby in any way, I will have you wiped out. I didn’t mean to murder
him, I’m just saying that’s what I said. And I know the friend that was in the car was a friend of
Reeva and a friend of Oscar, and he told me afterwards that Oscar slowed down immediately.”
Mrs Steenkamp spoke to the Mail about “Her desperation to know why the shooting took place
and discusses the guilt she and her husband feel about not having 'protected' their daughter.”
'Why? Why did he shoot her? I want to know why he shot her. Because she must have been so
afraid in the toilet, and somebody's firing [a] gun, bullets through the door.” In her opinion,
Reeva's teen painting was a terrible but true vision of her future. Still, nobody really knows what
happened that day; there is still a puzzling question mark over the horrific event.
The JonBenet Ramsey case was also one of the most puzzling the police ever dealt with.
JonBenet, a little beauty queen was found in the basement of the family’s Colorado home. She
was only six years old when her parents, John and Patricia Ramsey, were accused of her
murder. The evidence against them was insufficient.
A number of powerful psychic readings came through on this perplexing case. A prestigious
clairvoyant, Marie Saint Clair, stated online, “my preliminary conclusion is that JonBenet was
killed by an intruder, a man who was possibly named Ray, Tray, or Ty. His last name may be
gull or Galle, or something very similar. I believe that he either knew the Ramseys as his lack of
dress indicates being at home, casual, or that he lived close by since I saw him walking down the
street. Of course, his bare feet could also symbolize that he was homeless or a drifter. I do
believe that the intent way he was watching the house means that he had been watching for a
while and thinking about making his move and that the crime was premeditated."
There has still been no way to prove Marie Saint Clair's reading was right.
However,
powerful psychic readings can help us understand at least some aspects of mysterious deaths,
aspects the police do not take that seriously.
A famous psychic, Alex Tanous, announced on an NBC radio show “That a very famous rock
star will have an untimely death in the next few months.” He said, “there is something strange
about this death, but it will affect the consciousness of many people because of his fame.” He
also said,” The star will be foreign-born but living in the United States!”Three months later, John
Lennon was shot outside the Dakota apartment block.
Psychics do not have all the answers, but they can give clarity on some of our most important
questions, as to the reasons for life and death.

Call one of my psychics by booking a reading on 0207 111 6158
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When you followed your dreams and
they didn't work out how you'd planned.
How do you figure out where to start
again, when you don't know what you
want, at all. No voice within or wants.
Anna 15/05/91

Taurus Anna is inclined to take a practical view to life
and relationships. With Venus and Mars in Cancer,
something deep inside her tells her there is more to life
than the material. Anna admits to having lost touch with
her inner self, needs and desires. To start again, she
needs to reconnect with her inner voice. There will be
plenty people around her offering her advice but this
too, can inhibit her progress. Anna needs time alone to
find out who she really is apart from her friendships and
those other relationships around her. Meditation will
help her reach a new level of understanding on how to
move past anxieties and release her inhibitions.

BY SUSAN LEIGH

WHEN IT'S
THE END OF
AN ERA

Many people have been surprised at the
way the Queen’s death has affected them,
the level of grief they’ve experienced for
someone most have never actually met, let
alone come to know personally. But the
Queen has been a constant, steadying
presence in many of our lives, calm, stable,
a link to our roots.
For a young woman, who never anticipated
becoming queen, she came to embody
duty, loyalty, stoicism, never being seen to
put a foot wrong. Over the years the way
the Queen interacted with the public
changed and softened, as TV and social
media introduced greater accessibility and
awareness of her life and activities.
She’s the only monarch many of us will
have known, with her presence reinforced
by being on our currency, Royal Mail and
even on many of the goods we buy. Annual
celebrations, like the Queen’s Speech at
Christmas, the Trooping of the Colour, the
Royal Variety Show, televised visits to
charities and functions brought her
regularly into our homes. Then there’s the
regular coverage of her various family
members, with their activities.
The Queen has felt like a familiar,
benevolent grandmother to many; kindly,
enduring, always there. So when she died,
after several intermittent bouts of bad
health, it’s understandable that we felt the
loss personally. There followed a time to
grieve for someone we felt close to, what
she stood for, what she meant to us and
also perhaps to grieve for our own people,
now gone from our lives, who we were
unable to mourn then, perhaps because
there was no time, space or opportunity to
reflect on their passing.

The end of her reign is truly the end of an
era, and provides an opportunity for us to
pause and appreciate what this past
seventy years, and indeed other significant
people and events have brought into our
lives. What lessons can we all learn from
those experiences, as we respect and value
the late Queen and her dedication to her
role as monarch, Head of State,
ambassador as well as wife, mother and
grandmother.
The end of an era can also bring with it
feelings of uncertainty. What will the future
hold for us, what will it look like? We may
grieve for what we’ve lost but also
experience apprehension and concern at
what will replace it.
We’ve all had personal experience of an era
coming to an end. As our days in education
came to a close and we started work or left
home to go to college or university we took
a deep breath and knew it was a defining
moment in our lives. Moving away from a
long-standing family home or a multigenerational family business, or even when
our grandparents died, are all significant
events, the end of an era, which may be
experienced personally, either alone or as
part of a close-knit group.
Transitioning in our daily lives from school
to university or from university to work,
from living at home to suddenly becoming
responsible for ourselves can be harder
than we initially anticipated. It can be a
shock, especially at first. Budgeting money,
shopping, cooking, cleaning, all those daily
chores which we perhaps took for granted
and never really thought about are now
down to us. Whether we do them or not is
our call.

But when something momentous happens on a larger scale, impacting the nation as a whole, it
connects many people in a collective, shared experience. We’re able to support each other,
share stories, reflections and reinforce bonds with the people with whom we communicate,
whilst providing space for us all to process grief from our personal experiences of endings and
loss.

How do we cope with the end of an era?
A shared loss, like that of a much loved,
long-standing monarch, is a time when
people unite and share memories, reflect
on other significant losses and hopefully
are gentle with themselves and others. It’s
also important to appreciate that not
everyone will feel the same way you do or
react with the same intensity, and that’s
fine. Allow yourself to feel your own
feelings, but don’t demand that others
share your views, sentiments or opinions.
Respect their right to have their own
responses, just as you expect them to
respect yours.
But the end of an era also introduces new
values,
requirements,
attitudes
and
approaches. It’s an evolution of life, the
transition we all go through at different
times. And often we look back on those
momentous times of growth, when new
opportunities challenged and excited us,
moved us out of our comfort zone, into a
new phase of life. We can appreciate that
those experiences helped us become the
person we are today.

But just as we may only gradually notice the
implications of a new era, when we have to
start singing ‘God Save the King’, use new
postage stamps, currency or see the
changes in branding of many everyday
products, all can serve to remind us that a
new era is starting.
Similarly, in our own personal lives, the new
relationships, connections and skills we
gradually acquire can be a challenge, but
they also provide a welcome nudge to
move us out of our comfort zones into an
interesting new stage of life, the beginning
of a new era.

Susan
Leigh,
South
Manchester
counsellor,
hypnotherapist, relationship counsellor, writer & media
contributor offers help with relationship issues, stress
management, assertiveness and confidence. She works
with individual clients, couples and provides corporate
workshops and support.
She's author of 3 books, 'Dealing with Stress, Managing its
Impact', '101 Days of Inspiration #tipoftheday' and
'Dealing with Death, Coping with the Pain', all on Amazon
& with easy to read sections, tips and ideas to help you
feel more positive about your life.
To order a copy or for more information, help and free
articles visit http://www.lifestyletherapy.net
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